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The European parliament is commited against homophobia

The lesbians, gay, bisexual and transgender societies (LGBT), activists and 
all citizens struggling Saturday, May 17, 2008, from 14PM at the Institut de 
la Mode - 11, La Canebière, with two MEPs, Marie-Arlette Carlotti (PSE - PS) 
and Jean-Luc Bennahmias (Greens / EFA-ModDem), on the situation of the 
fight against homophobia in the 20 countries around the Mediterranean. 

If the decriminalization of homosexuality and the fight against discrimination 
based on sexual orientation of people is progressing significantly in Europe 

with practical legal 
developments (introduction of 
Pacs, removal of 
homosexuality from the list of 
mental diseases, debate on 
the adoption and marriage, 
resolutions of the European 
parliament in 2007 and 2008 
against homophobia, and so 
on.), the news also shows that 
much remains to be done in 
our societies and that many 
states are lagging behind. 
Some gay employees are 
victims of bullying in their 
workplace, while various 
dramatic short news items 
have sometimes shown clearly 
their homophobic character. 
The issue of State-sponsored 
homophobia will undoubtedly 
be raised during this exciting 
afternoon of work. It arises by 
the way not only in the Arab-
Muslim states around the 
Mediterranean but also in 
Russia, Poland, where the 
government has recently 

sparked a surge of disapproval by displaying its intentions to punish the 
“homosexual propaganda” as he declared.
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Fight against homophobia in the EU: Progress but concerns

Ten LGBT 
associations and 
other societies 
working for the 
defence of Human 
Rights, with two 
MEPs, provided 
yesterday afternoon, 
a finely-shaded 
inventory of the 
situation of the fight 
against homophobia 
in the Member states 
of the European 
Union and countries 

around the Mediterranean . Honouring the IDAHO - Internation Day against 
HOmophobia - , the debate that followed was fuelled with questions prom 
the fifty people present and those transmitted from Istanbul via Internet by 
the LGBT Turkish Association "Lambdaistanbul LGBT solidarity association."
If European law recorded significant legal developments, a real concern 
emerges with the resurgence of speech reactionary government that show 
how much we must still fight. It is a common will to act and exchange 
information and political activists have concluded this roundtable. It is 
basically a call for a refocusing on democracy which is laid, with an ultimate 
consideration : the full respect of equal rights for all.
The roundtable was organized by the Information Office of the European 
Parliament in Marseilles who brought together representatives of SOS 
Homophobia, L'Autre Circle, "Aux 3G," Coordination LGBT-IQ, Amnesty 
International, the Evolutiv Centre Lilith, FAG, the Planned Parenthood 13, 
Sans Contrefaçon, Lambdaistanbul LGBT solidarity association, to discuss 
with MEPs Marie-Arlette Carlotti PSE/PS and Jean-Luc Bennahmias 
(Greens/ALE/MoDem).

2:30 of interventions and debates on the premises of the Fashion Institute of 
Marseilles.
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Ten associative members in a nutshell

Laure Nicolas, SOS 
Homophobia Aix: “Since 1994 
we've been carrying eve, listening 
and legal redress to victims. We 
intervene in schools to collect and 
deconstructing myths, trivialize 
the differences in sexuality to the 
promising future generation. "1

Jean-Michel Triat-Laval, 

L'Autre Cercle, Riviera
"For ten years, the Other Circle fights 
against homophobia in the world of work. 
We do not recognize the term "visible 
minorities". Our latest publication in 2007: 
"Diversity and Work: have we forgotten 
anything ?"2

Roseline Ughetto for Amnesty International: 
"Everywhere in the world, we collect information on 
the LGBT people who suffer. We encourage 
governments to decriminalize homosexuality and 
ratify international agreements."3

                                               
1 0 810 108 135 - www.sos-homophobie.org
2 www.autrecercle.org
3 http://amnesty.marseille.free.fr
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Halim Anou, chairman of the 
Coordination LGBT-QI: "Having 
a concrete and efficient speech 
with our politicians and restore 
the sense of philosophy and 
debate in the fight against 
homophobia. "4

Sylvie Diaz, member of "Aux 
3G": "For 12 years, we have a 
place for lesbian and feminist 
militancy."
Marie-Claude Bonnet, Centre 

evolutionary Lilith: "Our association is humanistic, cultural and friendly to 
defend the right of women and homosexuals."5

Maud Thomas, a member of "Sans contrefaçon": “We are working to 
create favourable conditions for the flourishing of transsexual, transgender 
and intersexual persons in society and in the workplace. We fight actively 
against any form of transphobia.”

Amélie Dumas, president of FAG
"The student association at the Faculty of Letters
of Aix-en-Provence advocates for the integration 
and normalization of diversity within the 
university, to open society, breaking prejudice 
and stereotypes.”

Annette Gudi, a member of the Planned 
Parenthood 13: "For 50 years, we also affirm 
that sexual freedom includes the freedom of 
choice of partner."

Öner Ceylan, Lambdaistambul LGBT solidarity 
association [via internet] : “We are since 1993 an 
homosexual turkish organization struggling for the 
liberalisation of homosexuals. We aim that homosexuals 
can better express themselves and live peacefully.”6

                                               
4 http://coordinationlgbtqi.blogspot.com
5 http://celmrs.free.fr
6 www.lambdaistanbul.org
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Two MEPs standed up against homophobia 

Marie-Arlette Carlotti, MP PSE-PS : “The respect for 
sexual orientation is in my socialist identity. I want equal 
rights, new rights for all. We must together open new fields 
of freedom. The battle is also local : « local elected figures 
should be careful to train local executives to prevent 
discrimination in the counters of their administrations.” The 
Socialist MP proposes to locate its action against 
homophobia on four levels:
1 – Go all out on the French Presidency of the European 
Union next July and ask France why she did not want to 

recognize the World Day of May 17 fight against homophobia. « Your 
association should alert us as to the circular of the Quai d'Orsay, which 
called for the consulates to refuse to register Pacs in countries that prohibit 
married life outside marriage of two people of different sex or same-sex 
partners. 
2 - Mrs Carlotti then calls for vote on a UN resolution for a « universal 
decriminalisation of homophobia.” “In Saudi Arabia, Yemen, Sudan, Iran, 
some die under the beatings and stonings. We must not forget this fight. » 
3 - The elected Socialist calls for the drafting of a « comprehensive and 
transversal directive on all forms of discrimination” with a “concrete 
sanctions procedure” for failed states.
4 – « I will be vigilant on the issue of enlargement ». It applies to countries 
that are knocking at the door of the European Union and in which there is a 
profound discrimination. « And this is not a pretext for denying Turkey's 
entry but Turkey must carry out prior to the recognition of Armenian 
genocide” warns Ms. Carlotti.

Jean-Luc Bennahmias, MP Greens/European Free 
Alliance/MoDem : « The work of Europe against 
homophobia is relatively substantial although there is no 
tangible reality in the 27 member states” MP regrets 
pointing the case of Poland and Lithuania. « The European 
Parliament is extremely vigilant. We have a big job to do, 
especially in the Mediterranean countries where the record 
is generally very negative ». According to him, the Union 
for the Mediterranean promoted by Nicolas Sarkozy as part 
of the relaunch of the Barcelona process is more concerned 

with migration flows. We must register homophobia in the agenda” The MP 
said he was “available to help, know and pass the action of your 
associations.”
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A debate in live and through the Internet.

1 – Turkey’s accession to the European Union: democracy but also 
respect for all human rights

«  Lambdaistanbul LGBT solidarity association » 
[via internet] : “ Why the European directive 2000/78 
against discriminations only concerns employment and 
occupation ? How this directive is applied ?” 

MP Carlotti: “ The three Copenhagen criteria for 
accession to the European Union are the normal 
economic level, the acceptance of 'UE package', and 
democracy. UE does not insist enough on respect for 
human rights. I measured the French arrogance 
becoming European MP. Specially during the debate on 
the mention 

of Judeo-Christian origins inside 
the constitutional treaty. I do not 
want Europe to be a club of 
Christians. Today the divisions 
are very deep and I see an 
upsurge of reactionary positions 
on the issue of the definition of 
genders even more during this 
parliamentary mandate. You must 
booster us because if we let 
things go like that, we can 
decline.”

MP Bennahmias: "We will be totally vigilant. France is secular and 
republican regime. But religions play a much greater role elsewhere. We 
must not play chauvinistic otherwise we will not be heard. When I see the 
situation of the French nation-state, I consider we are not more virtuous on 
the diplomatic level, on immigration and removal centres for illegal 
immigrants. We have much to do and we must base our efforts on the 
Charter of fundamental rights.”
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Sylvie Diaz, "For 3G"  "The french government does 
not seek to offer new freedoms. Piles of law make us 
very worried. Without being pessimistic, it is a 
regression in terms of human rights. By cutting 
subsidies, we have the treatment of minorities. With 
coordinating committee we can be cells watch and 
gather. "

Halim Anou, Coordination LGBT-QI: "Religion, 
individualism and precarity are our enemies. The 
Catholic lobby even Opus Dei wants religions to invade 
the question of social standard. Individualism, because 
we are less and less solidary and therefore there is a 
tendency to over communitarianism. The precarity, 
because militancy costs a lot, and collective struggle 
becomes more expensive.”

Jean-Michel Triat-Laval, "The Other Circle"  “We 
must fight against a hierarchy of preferences in the 
criteria for fight against discrimination because 
homophobia is not a priority for many people. The 
European Union and Parliament are doing a 
remarkable job. Spain went further than us. L'Autre 
Cercle knows well the subject but we lack funds to 
create educational tools.»
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Laure Nicolas, SOS Homophobia: "France has a legal repressive body but 
a kid who treats another of "pédé "on the Canebière will not be condemned 
because it still remains circles where information does not pass. The legal 
progress are not always known. He must fight against ignorance and spread 

information as broadly as 
possible. We get 150 calls this 
year for homophobic assaults. 
How many victims who do not 
know our hotline do not call? "
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2 – On the way to a definition of gender ?

Sophie Starmack, 
" L a m b d a i s t a n b u l  LGBT 
solidarity association" : “The 
terms "sexual orientation" are 
used in this directive. Could we 
prefer the terms of "sexual 
identity" or "gender identity" ? 
How can we assess the 
discrimination ?”

Maud Thomas, "Sans 
contrefaçon": « As an 

association of transsexual, 
transgender and intersexual 
people, we want to contribute to 
the debate on the definition of 
genres, and say that we prefer 
to talk about “transidentity”.”

Aline, "Sans contrefaçon" : 
"Society remains too binary. 
Man and woman, Adam and 
Eve. The human rights restrict 
us. It will be necessary to 
develop something more 
universal." 

MP Bennahmias: "It is an interesting debate but we are in the European 
parliament on the defensive toward request of 
reviewing directives.  We should first try to explain to 
the twelve new entrants States the body of existing 
directives rather than correcting directive terms. "

MP Carlotti: "The political situation in the European 
parliament is much more cautious. New member states 
anciently communist pull out the revolver when we 
pronounce the word “social”. We must fight against this 
ideological weight.”
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3 – Actions of prevention and distrust of National Education

Öner Ceylan, Lambdaistanbul LGBT solidarity association” : “How to 
evaluate discrimination?" Pierre: "The UNO provides the mechanism of 
universal periodic review (UPE) on the situation of human rights in the 
world. Do Europe has a similar tool ? 

Pierre, l’Autre Cercle : “The 
UNO provides the mechanism of 
universal periodic review (UPE) 
on the situation of human rights 
in the world. Do
Europe has a similar tool ?”

MP Carlotti: "The European 
Union has no specific assessment 
tool but we are aware of the 
internal situation. We don’t want 
to create a « gas plant ». We can 

improve what we have already."

Sylvain: "The High authority for the struggle against discrimination and for 
equality (HALDE) claimed and won to cancel the refusal of the academic 
rector of Nancy to issue an approval to the association Gay Colors to conduct 
preventive actions against homophobia in schools. Why some still believes 
our preventive actions as proselythisme ?" 

Michèle Philibert, programmer of Festival Reflets showing lesbians, gay, 
bisexual and trans films  "We have been well received by 
the Rector and at the Regional centre of educational 
documentation but two days before the Festival, they 
told us their fear that the parents associations accuse us 
of proselytize. This is where the finding on the decline. " 

MP Bennahmias: "You feel the reticence in education 
even though directors of secondary school have courage 
and take risks.”

Roseline Ughetto, Amnesty International: "We act 
also in schools. The difference of sexuality is part of our 
interventions. It is a package. We consider human rights as a whole and 
indivisible body.
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Stéphane Bourvel, Amnesty International: "I take action in in the 
women section of the Baumettes prison. If I manage to talk about 
homophobia it is only because I am from Amnesty International. They are 
also afraid of proselytizism. We can but as a Trojan horse."

Annette Guidi, Planned Parenthood 13 : "We met little difficulty in our 
interventions in colleges. They talk about sexual orientation perfectly 
normally. It flows from source.

4 - State-sponsored homophobia and rate of 
suicide

Valérie, Avignon: “The lesbians are at the crossroads 
of two battles: the right of women and the rights of 
lesbians. We do not always find allies to understand us. 
We would like MPs take into account this reality to 
enforce in a symmetrical way women's rights and the 
rights of homosexuals. Imagine the life of a Algerian or 
Lebanese lesbian in a country that already discriminates against women.”

Halim Anou, Coordination LGBT-IQ: “Being gay 
and Arabic, it is also a double discrimination. We all 
have to conduct a common struggle without war 
chapels.” 

Olivier: “The state-sponsored discrimination also 
exists in France. The marriage between same-sex 
partners remains prohibited and for transsexual 
people it's still uneasy to change the vital record.”
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Roseline Ughetto, Amnesty International : “We see 
in many countries excesses of justice who condemns 
LGBT people for attempt to public order or incitement to 
debauchery. LGBT  people are still judge for what they 
are and not for what they do in Turkey, Morocco, Egypt 
and elsewhere. The European Union must denounce it."

Jean: France is indeed badly placed when you look at 
the state of our prisons. The recent suicide of an inmate 
at the prison of la Santé who had suffered homophobic 
bullying shows it dramatically. The suicide rate of LGBT 
people in France is abnormally high. It is disturbing to 
see LGBT people still taking refuge in death.

MP Marie-Arlette Carlotti: “We must de-dramatising 
information on prevention. As in the comic booklet 
published by the House of teenagers created by the 
General Council and have opened on rue Paradis in 
Marseilles. "

Amélie Dumas, FAG Aix University : "We try to 
convince LGBT students that they are not alone, they 
can assert themselves, that we are not an invisible 
minority. Although we are a place of cultural diversity 
and multi national, we still suffer insults. Someone wrote 
"office of sexual perverts" on our door. We decided to 

make a calendar with the pictures of these insults. We are greatly helped by 
the Faculty and the Regional Council.”
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